NOTICE

To create a pleasant dining experience
for you, we may limit your dining time
to 90 mins.
Kindly note there is a minimum order
of 1 food or drink item per person.
Thank you for your kind understanding.

Teriyaki
Chicken Sticks
$13.90

Golden Sweet
Potato Fries
$12.90

Hand Cut
Truﬄe Fries
$13.90

Shinchanfé
a
Pop-up C
Special!

Karaage
Chicken with
Shoyu Glaze
$14.90

Hand Cut
Nacho
Cheese Fries
$12.90

Stars Hash Brown
with Sweet Potato
Mochi Balls
$12.90

Chill-To-The-Max
Pomodoro
MeatBalls Pasta

Stay chill with this house-made
pomodoro sauce with beef meatballs,
kawaii cheddar cheese, carrot stars and
a chillin’ Shinchan wafer. Served with
fresh garden salad.

$23.90

Shiro And The Lucky
Stars Ebi Burger

It Ain’t Heavy.
It’s My Pancakes!

Crunchy Ebi burger dip in Goma mayo sauce
on a ﬂuﬀy Shiro mantou, fresh lettuce, tomato
and cheddar cheese and fresh garden salad,
accompanied by golden fried kawaii Stars
Hash Brown and kawaii cheddar cheese
served with a kawaii Chocobi box!

So Mischievous
Japanese Seafood
Curry Rice

Get a lift with this stack of ﬂuﬀy
house-made ﬂuﬀy pancakes, signature
marinated golden fried chicken with
lemon sauce, scrambled eggs, baked
beans, kawaii cheddar cheese and carrot
stars. Served with fresh garden salad.

$24.90

Shinchan shows his mischievous side with this ﬂuﬀy
Japanese rice “butt” with golden fried karaage
seafood, complete with kawaii cheddar cheese,
carrot stars and fresh garden salad.

$26.90

$26.90

Real Mis

t!

Sunny Aloha
Chocolate Lava Cake

Chocolate Molten Lava Cake with Hokaiddo soft
serve, honey stars crunch and fresh tropical
fruits with a kawaii Shinchan Aloha Dance butter
cookie against a ﬂuﬀy cotton candy.

$22.90

k!
Piak! Pia
Kawaii utt
B
Shinchan

Shinchan Fuji-san
Chiﬀon Cake

Missing Japan? Explore Mount Fuji with Shinchan!.
Blueberry chiﬀon cake, Hokaiddo soft serve, mini
strawberry macaron, vanilla sable crunch, fresh
tropical fruits, meringue cloud and pebbles.
Complete with Kawaii Shinchan dressed in Yukata
butter cookie and ﬂuﬀy cotton candy.

$21.90

Relaxing Onsen
Pudding Parfait

One for the Gram! Custard pudding, matcha
sponge cake, rice puﬀ, fresh fruits, meringue
pebbles and special dry Ice eﬀect for that
relaxing onsen experience. Served with
Hokaiddo soft serve on-the-side.

$22.90

ak!
Piak! Pai ii
Kaw Butt
n
Shincha

All drinks are served
with allocated
limited-edition cafe
exclusive Crayon
Shinchan coasters.
Collect all 4 designs!
While stocks last!

Signature
Iced Chocolate
$11.90

Signature
Iced Latte
$11.90

Let’s Swim
Iced LycheeTea
$12.90

VIEW E-MENU HERE!

Piak! Piak!
Matcha Frappe

with chocolate sauce and
custard pudding.

$13.90

Piak! Piak!
Mango Frappe

with strawberry sauce and
custard pudding.

$13.90

All prices are subjected to 7% GST. / Images are for illustrative purposes only. / Our
menu is prepared in a kitchen with nuts, soy, wheat, milk, and food items may contain
traces of seafood and shellﬁsh. / Consuming raw or undercooked meats, poultry,
seafood, shellﬁsh, or eggs may increase your risk of foodborne illness.

Let’s Swim Iced
Mango Lemonade Tea
$12.90

Kamen Shinchan
Hot Latte
$10.90

Waniyama-San
Shinchan
Hot Chocolate
$10.90

